Speech is not just for language (even for infants) 23
Infants' rapid progress in speech perception stands as a clarion case of our 24 species' natural proclivity to learn language. Until recently, infant speech perception was 25 considered primarily a foundation upon which to build language. Research focused on 26 the rapidity with which infants tune to the sounds of their native language [1, 2] and use 27 these as building blocks for the acquisition of phonology, syntax, and meaning. But 28 infants' natural affinity for processing the speech signal has implications that reach far 29 beyond the acquisition of language. New evidence now shows that from the first months 30 of life, listening to speech is a powerful engine: it promotes the acquisition of 31 fundamental psychological processes-including pattern learning, the formation of object 32 categories, the identification of communicative partners, knowledge acquisition within 33 social interactions, and the development of social cognition. 34
Human speech is a privileged signal from birth 35
From birth, speech is a privileged signal for humans. Newborns prefer the 36 vocalizations of humans and non-human primates (Rhesus macaques: Macaca mulatta) 37 to other sounds [3, 4] . By 3 months, they tune in specifically to human speech even 38 favoring human speech over other human vocalizations, including emotional (e.g., 39
laughing) and physiological (e.g., sneezing) vocalizations [3, 5] (see Box 1). 40
Interestingly, 3-month-olds ' preference for speech is broad enough to include native as 41 well as non-native speech sounds. This suggests that infants privilege the speech signal 42 itself-and not simply the familiar sounds of their own native language.
43
These behavioral preferences converge well with neural evidence: At one month 44 of age, human speech and rhesus calls activate similar neural areas, but by 3 months 45 speech and rhesus calls elicit distinctly different neural responses [6, 7] . The 46 developmental change in patterns of activation likely reflects neural specialization.
47
Specifically, 1-month-olds' response to human speech is already localized to the left 48 hemisphere; over the next few months, the left hemisphere maintains its activation to 49 speech, but becomes less responsive to non-speech sounds [6] . This developmental 50 pattern suggests that from birth, listening to speech sounds preferentially activates 51 specific areas of the temporal cortex, and that a pruning process underlies further 52 neural specialization for speech in the left hemisphere [8] . their categorization in response to human speech; by 6 months, the link to 93 categorization has become tuned specifically to human vocalizations [13] . This 94 documents a surprisingly early link between human language and core cognitive 95 processes, including object categorization that cannot be attributed to familiarity.
96
Although 3-and 4-month-olds have considerable exposure to speech and none to lemur 97 vocalizations, both signals confer the same cognitive advantage for categorization. 98
Speech helps identify potential communicative partners 99
To convey meaning, human communicative partners must integrate, encode, and 100 decode linguistic symbols instantiated in speech, paralinguistic cues (like vocal pitch or 101 intonation), and gestures (see Box 2). The speech signal itself can help identify a 102 potential communicative partner. From the first months of life infants treat people and 103 objects as different kinds of entities: they respond differently to people (with more 104 smiling and emotional sounds) and objects (with more grasping) [16] [17] [18] [19] and at 6 105 months, they also expect others to also treat people and objects differently [20] . 
